Works of the Krems era
As a lady-artist I tried to feel the phenomenon of ‘home’ in the atelier-flat in Krems. As my
works have recently been inspired by the spirit of spaces, for the first I focused on that even in Krems.
I was forming the impersonal walls, corners for my own style step by step during the 4-week long stay:
blue drying in the living room overlooking the Danube where the rhythms, colours, clothes-characters follow the
shades and lines of the hills lying opposite. A rose drying line in front of the window overlooking the prison
inspired me by its contrast and segregation. The relation between the intimate underwear and the cage-like,
metallic rigorous blinds and their contrast summed up in the iron grids cells of the prison. The silhouettes of the
yellow cami-petticoats in the windows of the atelier reflecting on the colour of the walls of the church-prison
show luscious, erotic delicacy in an awry mirror.

These installations were formed to be conversation pieces from ready made things, materials (camipetticoats, nighties, bras, tights) with the local, natural facilities (bank of the Danube, prison). As the days went
by I became familiar with the spaces and instead of series of confections there were rather individual characters
of my designs on the drying line.

I was planning to make three serials (raw, black and white, coloured) of which two formed into serials
while the third (coloured) block is continuously expanding. During my work I dimensioned primed pieces of
linen imitating bedclothes (small and big pillow-, simple and double eiderdown-cases, bed sheets). I sewed
buttons, flowers and ribbons on the raw, undyed pillow-cases. These pieces indicate the conceit of a ben, an
untouched, whitening feeling together with the nostalgia of the previous century. On the white cases of the more
decorative white and black serial there are rhythmically reappearing painted black flower motives dominating,
which I completed with laces, fringes, rose keeping the cool elegance of modern nets. On the bases of the pastel
eiderdown-cases the units are made to be more colourful with the help of the painted rhythm of smaller and
bigger flowers and the play of ribbons. My draperies are just imitations, they do not have a function.

In the same way the installations made of rubber-gloves, cleaning equipment are not sale-works any
more, they have lost their functionality due to their aesthetic appearance. I am dealing with - sensitively
concentrating on the topic - the matter of tasks, roles and ranks of women in this conception as well. For
example: how exposed you are when a cleaning lady enters your private sphere. I can imagine the installation of
my cleaning equipment all around in the exhibition room as the work were unfinished, spontaneous or
terminated. The overused and overdecorated dust-pan, scrubber, swabber bucket and wipe cloth almost tend to
be meretricious, however they become art from everyday objects.

As spring arrived plastic gloves were substituted by flower-patterned, garden thread gloves. The
protecting role, feminism, of gloves remained while the place changed as my attention turned from interior into
exterior, from spring-cleaning to spring-gardening, to drying clothes outdoors. With garden tools, flower
planting thoughts I drove the intonation of my works towards land art making my flower-patterned canvasses,
paintings come to life. The thought has broken forth, though execution, the perfect choice of the venue is still an
open question.
My topics are simple, however, they are slightly shaded they often make you feel or start you thinking
and I often let the spectator code or finish up…
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